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JUXTAPOZ  ITALIANO  brings  together  the  works  of  four  representatives  of  Italian  contemporary
Surrealist Pop: Agostino Arrivabene, Fulvio Di Piazza, Marco Mazzoni and Nicola Verlato.

After the American exhibition in Los Angeles, Galleria Giovanni Bonelli in Milan is proud to host an
ambitious project that aims to focus an incredibly wide-spread phenomenon: the creation of consent for a
few artists through new media like Facebook, Pinterest and Twitter.

Like radio and in general the entire music industry rocked their world by making their product accessible
and consumable to nearly all people, social media uphold the new rise of figurative art, specifically the art
of painting. As much observer as it is promoter of this tendency, the American magazine “Juxtapoz”
(celebrating its twentieth anniversary this year) is the exhibition’s main partner. From its debut in 1994,
the magazine has become a point of reference for spontaneous and underground (American first, then
international)  artistic  movements.  The  public  began  to  validate  these  new  aesthetics  through  the
magazine’s articles and essays.

So it's no coincidence that the artists  in this exhibit  interpret and innovate Italian artistic tradition, a
figurative one based on drawing, on lines that determine borders and define forms. Hence the special title:
JUXTAPOZ ITALIANO. For the first time, the work of these four Italian artists are exhibited together. 

Agostino Arrivabene paints dreamlike visions inspired by classical Greek and Latin literature. Thanks to
his extensive research into ancient  painting techniques,  he  eminently displays  oil  paintings,  at  times
seemingly suspended in limbo. 

Fulvio Di Piazza’s fantastical painted worlds are beyond surreal; the force of his colors and gestural art,
imposing in his anthropomorphic landscapes. 

Paper and colored pencils are Marco Mazzoni’s tools. He draws metamorphic characters that he calls
“still  lives”.  In  them,  human  figures  and  nature  intertwine,  transformed  uninterruptedly  and  with
undistinguishable contours into a new whole. 

Nicola Verlato, now a citizen of Los Angeles after living in New York for seven years, is undoubtedly one
of the most appreciated and popular icons of Surrealist Pop. Not only is he showcased in this exhibit, he is
also its co-curator.
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